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GAS SENDING UNITS

SENDING UNITS, ORIGINAL GAUGE ONLY

Will only work with stock, original, old gauges. If you have a
reproduction stock looking gauge, you need the aftermarket sender
2697 below. Senders for replacement tanks have an adjustable
height
53-55 6v, stock tank...................................6V-1603............ $45.00 ea
53-55 12v, stock tank, 10-78 ohm.............1607-5355........ $45.00 ea
53-55 12v replacement tank, 10-78 ohm...1605................. $56.50 ea,
1956 stock tank, 14-94 ohm......................1607-56............ $62.50 ea

SENDING UNITS, AFTERMARKET GAUGES

Use with reproduction stock gauges, or any aftermarket universal
gauge that matches the ohm range. The height is adjustable to fit
almost any tank
12v , any tank, 33-240ohms......................2697.................. $38.00 ea

SENDER TO GAUGE WIRE...............3209-G................ $4.00 ea
WIRE TO FRAME GROMMET...........2234.................... $2.20 ea
GAS SENDER ADAPTER KIT...........1605-ADPT........$19.50 kit

Adapts small 5 hole aftermarket senders to stock large 6 hole tanks.
Use with our 1605, or any aftermarket sender. Comes with gasket
and hardware to fit most any tank made today.

SENDING UNIT GASKET

Cork & rubber............................................1604-CRK........... $2.50 ea
Aftermarket................................................1627.................... $3.00 ea

USA

SENDING UNIT HARDWARE KIT....81601...................$2.50 kit
Includes ground star washer and wire end.

REPRODUCTION SENDER AND GAUGE KIT

When installed gauge, looks like original but has all new
technology inside, is accurate and dependable. Gauge and sender
come together, ohm 33-240. Sender will fit stock large hole or
replacement small hole tanks and depth is adjustable, everything is
included, this is the best buy.
1953-55 gauge and sender.......................2691-5355.........$95.00 kit
1956 gauge and sender............................2691-56.............$95.00 kit

AFTERMARKET GAUGES (See page 41) should come with,

and must use, sender with matching ohms. We can match most
any gauge. Aftermarket gas senders have small 5 hole mounting
plates, to use in a stock tank you will need our adapter kit above.
Senders and gauges often do not work after storage and simply
need cleaned, scrub the contacts gently with contact cleaner and
one of those erasers on an ink pen. Check ground!!!!

GAS FLOATS

For original units, large diameter...............1602-LG............ $10.00 ea
Small to fit units made after 56..................1602-SM........... $10.00 ea

USA

GAS SENDER INSPECTION PLATE

Fits both original and reproduction floor panels. 1953-55 driver side
Plate..........................................................1633.................. $20.00 ea
Plate screws..............................................81633................. $1.00 set
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